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market design: market design: 
arts and sciencearts and science
“Congress ... reaffirmed a commitment to 
competition …” Kelliher on EPAct 2005 
Perfect information helps prove theorems, develop 
‘perfect’ hedges and quantify forecasts 
We start believing the assumptions
Imperfect asymmetric information is reality
Perfect is the enemy of the good
simplifications and oversimplifications

a good simplification is hard to find 
There is no perfect market design 

It would need a long horizon
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“Congress ... reaffirmed a commitment to 
competition … as national policy” 
Joseph Kelliher on EPAct 2005

Makes reliability rules mandatory and FERC jurisdictional (S 1211)
FERC authority to permit transmission construction (S 1221) 
Encourages advanced transmission technologies (S 1223) 
Allows FERC to require open access over all transmission (S 1231)
Encourages independent transmission organizations (S 1232)
Requires long-term transmission rights (S 1233)
Encourages wide area economic dispatch (S 1298) with IPPs (S 1234) 
Encourages incentives-based regulation (S 1241) 
Allows incremental pricing (participant funding) (S 1242)
Encourages real-time pricing and demand response (S 1252) 
Modifies PURPA’s must buy in a competitive market (S 1253)
PUCHA reform opens up competitive investment (Ss 1261-77)
Encourages better price information (S 1281) 
prohibit market manipulation (S 1283).
Enhances FERC’s merger authority (S 1289) 
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Perfect information helps prove 
theorems and quantify forecasts

Know the future (omniscience) and it is convex
Known the probability distribution (Bayesian 
omniscience)
guess the probability distribution

Classic: the past is the future
Bayes: the future is what we say it is

Forecasting groundhog day: 1978 v. 2005
EPActs (1978, 1992, 2005)
Alaska gas pipeline (1970s, 2000s)
LNG (1970s, 2000s)
IPPS (1970s, 2000s)
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Imperfect Asymmetric 
Information is reality

There are no facts about the future 
facts about the past are noisy and subject 
to interpretation. 
When information is transferred it is often 
distorted

Accidentally, e.g., send in the wrong data 
Purposefully, e.g., wash trading and fraud
a rule of thumb in data collection is ask for what 
you want and they give you what they have.
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Perfect is the enemy Perfect is the enemy 
of the goodof the good

Perfect markets: central planning wins
Good markets: competition wins  
LMPs are perfect information if [ long list ] 
LMPs are good information if [ shorter list ] 
FTRs are perfect hedges if [ long list ] 
FTRs are good hedges if [ shorter list ] 
Mitigation is perfect if [ long list ] 
Mitigation is good if [ shorter list ]
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simplifications and oversimplificationssimplifications and oversimplifications
a good simplification is hard to find

Π=22/7=3.142857 (rational but good to .04%)
Einstein's physics (E=mc2) becomes Newton’s 
No uncertainty: Quantum theory becomes 
the Bohr atom
Evolution becomes creation
Remove reactive power and losses, an AC 
network becomes an DC network but with 
conservative constraints
Transmission sold on a contract path basis 
and priced on a load ratio basis 
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There is no perfect market There is no perfect market 
designdesign

Myerson-Sattherthwaithe Theorem: there is no 
efficient market design that satisfies 

Individual rationality (value maximization), 
incentive compatibility (efficient outcomes), and 
Revenue adequacy (no outside money)

There is no perfect market design (cost-based or 
market–based)
All markets are regulated
The policy question is how.
Cooperative game followed by a non-cooperative 
game
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important goals:important goals:
efficiency and innovationefficiency and innovation
Goals

encourage efficient investment in infrastructure 
maintain the reliability (‘public’ good) of the system.  
encourage efficient dispatch with active market 
participants (generation, transmission and load)
encourage innovation

Do we need a cost-benefit study? Yes, of course
Studies with benefit/cost > 100
Studies with benefit/cost < .1 
Consultants make money
Political debate gets new weapons
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The costThe cost--ofof--service service 
ritualritual

determine fixed (and variable) costs
allocate fixed costs
estimate cash flow 
make investments
good incentives are hard to design

Profits
Penalties 
Weak incentives to be efficient
Weaker incentives to innovate
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costcost--ofof--service regulationservice regulation
determining fixed (and variable) costs

Fixed costs vary with everything but thruput
Variable fixed costs (regulator decides)

Return on equity (ROE)
? In electric: the average of recent state ROE
? In gas: the average of recent Commission ROEs

Return of equity: depreciation (DEP)
Hypothetical capital structure (HCS)

Fixed (accounting) fixed costs
Debt cost (DC) [can change]
Depreciated rate base (DRB) [changes in UK] 
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costcost--ofof--service regulationservice regulation
allocating fixed costs

For any period t
FC = (ROExHCS+DCx(1-HCS))xDRB + DEP
Pi = AFCi/PUSi + VCi , i = customer class

AFCi = allocated fixed costs (regulator decides)
PUSi = projected service (regulator decides)
VCi = variable costs, e.g., FUCs

FC = ∑i AFCi

DRBt+1 = DRBt - DEPt + investmentt + MISCt
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costcost--ofof--service regulationservice regulation
cash flow and investments

FC = (ROExHCS+DCx(1-HCS))xDRB + DEP
CFt = ∑i (Pi - VCi)Qi - DCx(1-HCS))xDRB)

Qi = actual sales 
PV = ∑t dt CFt

Where dt is the discount factor, 0 < dt+1 < dt < 1
decision variable: PV – equity investment
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costcost--ofof--service regulationservice regulation
good incentives are hard to design.good incentives are hard to design.

Fiddle with ROE, DEP, HCS, AFCi, PUSi, VCi
Benchmarks: use others’ costs to fiddle
Rate freezes larger t

Rate indexing: RPI-X (X = RPI)
Cost cutting and investment disincentives
Increase throughput and discounting
Hide both in the next rate case

Benchmark: uses others’ costs
Indirect competition: asymptotically efficient
Problem: establishing benchmarks
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MarketMarket--based incentive regulationbased incentive regulation
Central auction markets  

Deal with externalities
Coordinate reliability and efficiency
Built in incentives

Behavioral rules: market power mitigation
without fixed costs with benchmarked variable costs
Do not bind when the market is competitive

cost-of-service: a call option for customers
Better incentives for efficient investment and 
innovation
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Market-Based vs. Cost-Based

noyesfree-rider problem

yesno over investment paid by customers

yesnoestimating proper discrimination

yesnocost allocation

yesnoestimate roe, depreciation, units of service

noyesefficient market design

noyesgood price signals for investments

noyesinefficiency earns lower returns

noyesefficiency earns higher returns

CostMarket Issue
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Real (and imaginary) Real (and imaginary) 
pricing and contractspricing and contracts
Linear prices clear convex markets

LMPs in DC markets
Perfect decoupled markets and perfect hedges!!!

Reality: alternating current systemsReality: alternating current systems
Linear prices may not clear nonconvex 
markets

AC with unit commitment, circuit breakers, ...
Monopolistic competition in space-time 
Multipart prices (contracts) are first best for 
nonconvex markets
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alternating current (AC) systems

reactive power market design issues
Animal Husbandry
Wool and mutton markets
Electric Husbandry 
Real and reactive power markets
Should generators be compensated for 
reactive power?
reactive power market power
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alternating current (AC) systemsalternating current (AC) systems

produce and consume two kinds of power: 
real power (measured in volt-amperes or watts) and 
reactive power (measured in volt-amperes reactive or vars).  

Real power accomplishes useful work 
Reactive power supports the voltages that must be 
controlled for system reliability.
Reactive power may be supplied by 

switched shunt capacitors, 
static var compensators, STATCOM
generators and synchronous condensers.  

Reactive power does not travel over long distances at high 
line loadings due to significant losses on the wires. 
Reliability requires real and reactive reserves 
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reactive power market design reactive power market design 
issuesissues
Pro: DC load models are not sufficient Schweppe et. al. 
(1982), Baughman and Siddiqi (1991), Hogan (1993) 
Con: too cheap to meter Kahn and Baldick (1994) 
Generation, transmission and load both produced and 
consume reactive power
Reserves and production are both necessary

Similar to real power
centralized planning with decentralized bidding for capacity 
projects
two-part tariffs to encourage capacity and performance 

Issues
Transactions costs: is it worth it? 
can optimal power flow models be modified
efficient market with minimal intervention: market power
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Animal HusbandryAnimal Husbandry
Wool and mutton marketsWool and mutton markets
Sheep are raised (primarily) for wool
Behavioral rule: must give mutton away!!
Design (breed) sheep with lots of wool and 
little mutton
Soon sheep are breed to be weak          
and can’t stand up
Mutton shortage
Government subsidizes mutton production
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Electric Husbandry 
Real and reactive power markets
Generation assets are primarily for real power
should generators be compensated for reactive 
power. Behavioral rule: give reactive power away!!
Design and maintain assets for lots of real and 
little reactive power
Soon generators are weak and become unstable 
Without payment for reactive power capability 
some older generators may retire 
Reactive power shortage
Government subsidizes reactive power
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Should generators be Should generators be 
compensated for reactive power?compensated for reactive power?

‘good utility practice’: generator should not be 
compensated for operating within 0.95 power 
factor range?!!!.  
should generators be compensated for reactive 
power?
Why are capacitors compensated and generators 
not?
Rip out the fuel source and the condenser gets 
compensation!!!
Should good utility practice include good 
compensation?
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Transmission marketsTransmission markets
Current transmission metrics are secondary 
are efficient transmission investment signals

Weak
Destabilizing 

Independent Transcos 
Cost-of-Service (all are in ISOs)
merchant (no rate base)

Entry competition
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The usual transmission metrics are 
secondary measures 
Classic reliability

SAIDI = time interrupted/customer 
SAIFI = interruptions/customer 
CAIDI = time/interruption
MAIFI = momentary interruptions/customer 
None have economic components

Other metrics
losses
Congestion
Throughput

Correct measure: Value of transmission 
Good incentives are hard to fine (Joskow on UK)
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Transcos and Transmission 
investment
System planning for reliability
Traditional cost-of-service 

Or pricing for transmission rights
Are we investing in Model T’s?

Competition
Auctions 
Open seasons 

Merchant: open season and ‘opportunity’ cost 
pricing
Who pays: 

Rolled-in is destabilizing
Incremental ‘participant funding’
Participant decision making: Argentina model
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CostCost--ofof--Service TranscosService Transcos
(all are in ISOs)
Trans Elect 

owns Michigan Electric Transmission Co. (METC). 
Owner/operator of Path 15, a 1,500 MW 84-mile line connecting 
southern and northern California 
Navajo Project 470 miles of 500kV AC line from Four Corners to Las 
Vegas with a connection to the Phoenix market

American Transmission Co. (ATC) owns and operates the HV 
transmission system in portions of WI, MI and IL.  
International transmission Co. (ITC) 

Owner/operator of transmission system in Southeast Michigan
IPO on 7/26/05

National Grid 
Formerly Granite State Electric, Massachusetts Electric, Nantucket 
Electric, Narragansett Electric, and Niagara Mohawk, 
operates  transmission systems in NY, Mass, RI, NH, and VT. 
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merchant merchant transcostranscos
(no rate base)
Cross Sound Cable connects New Haven, CN and Long Island 
Neptune underwater DC line between New Jersey and New York 
Lake Erie Link a 975 MW DC cable system under Lake Erie connecting 
the Ontario and both PJM and/or MISO 
Harbor Cable underground and submarine DC cable connecting PJM and 
NYISO 
Chesapeake Transmission 400 MW 230kV AC line connecting Chalk Point 
and Vienna, MD in PJM  
Conjunction an overland DC line from upstate to NYC in NYISO
Trans Bay  55 mile 400 MW DC line from Pittsburg, CA to San Francisco
Sea Breeze 22-mile 540 MW DC line under the Juan de Fuca Strait 
between Port Angeles, WA (BPA) and Victoria, BC (BCTC)
Montana Alberta Tie 190-mile, 300 MW 230kV AC line AIES at 
Lethbridge, Alberta to NorthWestern Energy at Great Falls, MT.
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Entry competition
Open seasons to cure undue discrimination
Competition for construction
Competition for financing (Ditech.com)
Reliability is about hedging non-responsive 
(inelastic) customers?
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market design
goal maximum trade gains

Is a good spot market a moral hazard? 
It is unnecessary under perfect information
Should reactive power and transmission be 
included in the spot market?
Rule for participating in a spot market: Bid 
between positive and negative infinity
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Complete Real-time Market
maximize trade gains

ACOPF: Max W(uk, us) = ∑k bk(uk) 
Kk(uk)  ≤ 0 (µk) for all k (market participants) 

Ks(uk , us) ≤ 0 (λs)
asset controls (uk) are constrained by Kk

system controls (us) are constrained by Ks

power balance equations at each bus.
∑k∈k(n) Pnk = 0 (λPn unrestricted) for all n
∑k∈k(n) Qnk = 0 (λQn unrestricted) for all n
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Settlement Rules      
(don’t try this at home)

the nodal (marginal) price settlement is revenue 
neutral for the system operator
∑k∈k(n) λPn Pnk = 0 for all n
∑k∈k(n) λQn Qnk = 0 for all n

If there is a feasible solution with W ≥ 0, there is a 
settlement rule that is  non-confiscatory and 
revenue adequate.
paying the nodal prices for real and reactive power 
provided by a transmission element is equivalent to 
paying the sum of flowgate and admittance prices. 
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300 MW at bus i 
700 MW at bus k,  
cost of $82,000. 
100 MW flows over lines 1 and 2 
200 MW flows over line 3. 
Nodal prices are $40 at bus i, -$20 at bus j, and 
$100 at bus k. 
line 1 would be a payment of 100 MW * (-$20/MW -
$40/MW) = $6,000 to the system operator. 

exampleexample
200 mw
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remove line 1 
or 2

the market surplus increases by $42,000 
because the load can be met entirely with 
the cheaper power from bus i. 
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if line 1 opened, 
line 3 becomes constrained 
The cost of meeting demand increases by 
$6,000: the payment required from line 1 in 
the original system. 
Therefore it is worthwhile to keep line 1 
closed with a net payment of at least $0

200 mw
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forward market design
goal maximum trade gains

What is the appropriate time horizon? 
How do we deal with externalities?
Reserves are mostly local public goods
Should reactive power and transmission be 
included in the market?
Rule for participating: Bid between positive 
and negative infinity
Simplification
Rolling auction?
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Complete forward Markets
maximize trade gains

ACOPF: Max W(ukt, ust) = ∑k bk(ukt) 
Kk(ukt)  ≤ 0 (µkt) for all k (market participants) 

Ks(ukt , ust) ≤ 0 (λst)
power balance equations at each bus, n.
∑t,k∈k(n) Pkt = 0 (λPnt unrestr’d) for all n, t
∑t,k∈k(n) Qkt = 0 (λQnt unrestr’d) for all n, t 
reserves for regions r and s
∑t,k∈k(r) PRkt ≥ PRrt (λPRrt ≥ 0) for all n, t 
∑t,k∈k(s) QRkt ≥ QRst (λQRst ≥ 0) for all n, t 
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Settlement Rules      
(don’t try this at home yet)

the nodal (marginal) price settlement is revenue 
neutral for the system operator
the zonal (marginal) price settlement is revenue 
adequate for the system operator 
If there is a feasible solution with W ≥ 0, there is a 
settlement rule that is  non-confiscatory and 
revenue adequate.
paying the nodal prices for real and reactive power 
provided by a transmission element is equivalent to 
paying the sum of flowgate and admittance prices. 
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Computational considerations
“perennial gale of creative destruction” Schumpeter

1996: LMP in New Zealand 
300 nodes; transmission constraints are manual

1990s: linear programs improved by 106

103 in hardware; 103 in software
2000s: mixed integer design improved by 102

Hardware: parallel processors and 64 bit FP
Software: better performance

New modeling capabilities in MIP 
2006: 30000 nodes

104 transmission constraints; 103 n-part generator bids
2010: co-optimized reactive and transmission 



"The researches of many commentators have 
already thrown much darkness on the subject 
and it is probable that, if they continue, we 
shall soon know nothing at all about it." Mark 
Twain on pre-Columbian explorers of America, The 
Sciences, Sept-Oct 1989

“The 19th century was a time of a great many 
thoughts and inventions. People stopped reproducing 
by hand and started reproducing by machine.” 
essay by a 6th grader 

Efficiency is good butEfficiency is good but
Innovation is the long run goalInnovation is the long run goal


